The Global Custodian
for Customer Data
Very Good Security (VGS) transforms data security
from a liability into an asset - enabling organizations
to unlock the value of their sensitive and regulated
data without the associated risks and costs.
VGS democratizes best-in-class security and
compliance, making data protection easier and
more affordable for businesses of any size.

Solutions

VGS Zero Data™ Platform
ofﬂoads liability and risk
VGS Zero Data™ Platform allows companies to collect, protect,
and exchange sensitive data by replacing the original
information with an aliased version. Companies can operate on
their aliased data stored securely in VGS Vaults without coming
into contact with the original data.

VGS Control
simpliﬁes compliance
complexity
VGS Control automates compliance workﬂows and seamlessly
integrates with customers' technology stack to start checking
security conﬁgurations, gathering evidence, and monitoring
changes, enabling active compliance postures. With VGS
Control, there's no need to ﬁgure out how to become compliant
with SOC 2, HIPAA, GDPR, CCPA, and other regulations. VGS
Control does the work for you.
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Common Use Cases

Card Issuance /Onboarding (KYC/AML)
Issue cards and onboard clients without
seeing PII or PAN.
PCI Compliance
Descope PCI Compliance and achieve
compliance up to 16X faster.
Payment Optimization
Avoid Payment Service Provider (PSP)
lock-in and reduce transaction fees.
SOC 2 Compliance
Automate and accelerate SOC 2
compliance audit readiness by 70%.

Data Privacy (GDPR, CCPA, HIPAA)
Avoid penalties and ﬁnes by oﬄoading the
collection, protection, processes, and
storage of PII, PHI, and other sensitive
information to VGS.
Identity Veriﬁcation
Upload, verify, and use driver’s licenses,
social security cards, passports, and other
sensitive documents without the data ever
touching your systems.
Protecting Credentials
Eliminate the risk of leaking passwords,
environment variables, private keys, or
other credentials.

Key Beneﬁts

Cut operational and infrastructure costs of protecting sensitive and regulated data by up to 50%.
Achieve PCI Compliance up to 16X faster.
Bring in new business by getting to market quickly & reduce compliance audit scope by up
to 94%.
Reduce payment transaction fees.
Operate on your sensitive and regulated data without having to secure it yourself.
Reduce the impact of data loss as data is aliased and stored securely.
Leverage sensitive data (including PCI and PII) for revenue generation and deliver a better
customer experience without touching the data.

VGS Customers

“Oﬄoading the
bulk of our PCI
and security
responsibility to
VGS has really
enabled us to
move faster.”

Henrique Dubugras
CEO & Co-Founder,
Brex

“We’re going
beyond PCI data
soon. Everything
related to that
near-term
expansion of our
offerings is
being built based
on VGS
technology.”

Ramona Hall
SVP of Commercial
Cards, Texas Capital
Bank

“We're saving
anywhere from
$150k to $250k,
not including
the recurring
expenses to
stay up to date
with
compliance.”

Bryan Uribe
Yoﬁi Inc, CEO and
Founder

Our Credentials

Contact

Founded in 2016 and named one of the fastest-growing startups in 2020 by CB
Insights, Very Good Security is backed by Visa and leading venture ﬁrms, including
Goldman Sachs and Andreessen Horowitz. VGS is also a Visa Level 1 Global Supplier.

contact@verygoodsecurity.com
verygoodsecurity.com
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